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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a spatio-temporal
coordination-based media access control (STMAC) protocol for
efficiently sharing driving safety information in urban vehicular
networks. STMAC exploits a unique spatio-temporal feature
characterized from a geometric relation among vehicles to form
a line-of-collision graph, which shows the relationship among
vehicles that may collide with each other. Based on this graph,
we propose a contention-free channel access scheme to exchange
safety messages simultaneously by employing directional antenna
and transmission power control. Based on an urban road layout,
we propose an optimized contention period schedule by considering the arrival rate of vehicles at an intersection in the
communication range of a road-side unit to reduce vehicle registration time. Using theoretical analysis and extensive simulations,
it is shown that STMAC outperforms legacy MAC protocols
especially in a traffic congestion scenario. In the congestion case,
STMAC can reduce the average superframe duration by 66.7%,
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packet end-to-end delay by 68.3%, and packet loss ratio by 88%
in comparison with the existing MAC protocol for vehicle-toinfrastructure communication, based on the IEEE 802.11p.
Index Terms— Vehicular networks, spatio-temporal, safety,
MAC protocol, coordination.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

RIVING safety is one of the most important issues
since approximately 1.24 million people die each year
globally as a result of traffic accidents. Vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs) have been highlighted and implemented
during the last decade to support wireless communications
for driving safety in road networks [1], [2]. Driving safety
can be improved by an assistance of rapid exchanged of
driving information among neighboring vehicles. As an important trend, dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) [3]
were standardized as IEEE 802.11p in 2010 (now incorporated into IEEE 802.11 protocol [4]) for wireless access
in vehicular environments (WAVE) [2], [5]. IEEE WAVE
protocol is a multi-channel MAC protocol [4], adopting the
enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) [5] for quality
of service (QoS) in vehicular environments. Many research
results [6]–[9] show that a performance of WAVE deteriorates
when a density of vehicles is high, approaching the performance of a slotted ALOHA process [8]. As a result, many
MAC protocols [10]–[16] have been proposed to improve the
performance of WAVE. However, the MAC protocols were not
designed to support the geometric relation among vehicles for
the driving safety and didn’t consider the operation in an urban
road environment.
A MAC protocol can operate in a distributed coordination
function (DCF) mode (i.e., contention based), a point coordination function (PCF) mode (i.e., contention-free based) or a
hybrid coordination function (HCF) mode [4]. For driving
safety in vehicular environments, a MAC protocol in the DCFmode executes based on carrier sense multiple access with
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) [4] mechanism. This distributed approach can incur high frame collision rates at congested
intersections in an urban environment [6]–[9], and in a scenario of a lack of comprehensive vehicle traffic. As a result,
it may lead to an unreliable, non-prompt data exchange. On the
contrary, a MAC protocol in the PCF-mode can wield roadside units (RSUs) or access points (APs) as coordinators to
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Fig. 1.
Spatial and temporal coordination. (a) Spatial coordination.
(b) Temporal coordination.

schedule time slots for transmitters. This centralized approach
can reduce frame collision rates and guarantees a certain delay
bound. However, this approach increases a data delivery delay
since multiple transmitters must be managed. The HCF mode,
which is a part of IEEE 802.11 [4], combines the PCF and
DCF modes with QoS enhancement feature to deliver QoS
data from vehicles to an RSU (i.e., AP). The HCF mode
employs the HCF controlled channel access (HCCA) [4] as
the PCF-mode for contention-free transfer, and the EDCA
mechanism [4] as the DCF-mode for contention-based transfer.
However, tailoring the optimal combination of the PCF and
DCF modes still remains challenging research issues for the
driving safety in vehicular environment.
On the other hand, for efficient communication among
vehicles, RSUs are expected to be deployed at intersections
and streets in vehicular networks [17]. RSUs with powerful
computation capabilities can operate as edge devices [18] to
coordinate channel access for vehicles while preventing channel collision and provides Internet connectivity to disseminate
safety information. Thus, a cost for RSU implementation can
be easily justified by the reduction of human injuries and
deaths as well as property loss caused by road accidents.
Also, an implementation of global positioning system (GPS) is
another important trend in vehicular networks. Navigators (i.e.,
a dedicated GPS navigator [19] and a smartphone navigation
app [20]) are commonly used by drivers who are driving to
destinations in unfamiliar areas. An RSU can collect GPS data
of vehicles in its area so that the transmission schedule of
vehicles can be optimized. Therefore, RSUs can be used as
coordinators to orchestrate communications among vehicles.
However, few studies have explored the important functions
of RSUs for driving safety.
In this paper, we propose a Spatio-Temporal coordination
based MAC (STMAC) protocol for urban scenarios, utilizing a spatio-temporal feature and a road layout feature in
urban areas for better wireless channel access in vehicular
networks. The objective of STMAC is to support reliable
and fast data exchange among vehicles for driving safety via
the coordination of vehicular infrastructure, such as RSUs.
STMAC leverages a unique spatio-temporal feature to form
a line-of-collision (LoC) graph in which multiple vehicles
can transmit in the same time slot without channel interferences or collisions by utilizing directional antennas and
transmission power control. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the spatial
disjoint of communication areas enabled by directional antennas provides the feature of spatial reuse, whereas the overlap
of the communication areas shown in Fig. 1(b) indicates
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a temporal feature by which the communications should be
separated for collision avoidance. Further, based on the urban
road layout, we propose a scheme that optimizes the contention period for vehicle registration into an RSU by reducing
the contention duration by considering the vehicle arrival
rate at an intersection. Our STMAC can facilitate the rapid
exchange of driving information among neighboring vehicles.
This rapid exchange can help drivers to get driving assistance
information for avoiding possible collisions. Even in selfdriving, STMAC can help autonomous vehicles avoid collision
by exchanging the mobility information and cooperating with
each other for driving coordination.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• An LoC graph based channel access scheme via an
enhanced set-cover algorithm is proposed: STMAC’s
set-cover algorithm handles an unfixed subset family
of elements where each subset is covered by a time
slot, and each element is a transmission, which differs
from the legacy set-cover algorithm [21] handling a
fixed subset family of elements. This algorithm schedules multiple vehicles to transmit their safety messages
simultaneously in spatially disjointed transmission areas
(see Section IV-A).
• A contention period optimization is proposed for the
efficient channel usage: STMAC’s contention period
adapts the vehicle arrival rate at an intersection in an
urban area for better channel utilization. This optimization is feasible in vehicular networks where vehicles move
along confined roadways (see Section IV-B).
• A new hybrid MAC protocol is proposed using spatiotemporal coordination: STMAC uses the PCF mode
to register vehicles for a time slot allocation as well
as an emergency message dissemination from an RSU
to vehicles. It uses the DCF mode for both safety
message exchange and emergency message dissemination among vehicles by spatio-temporal coordination.
(see Section V).
Through theoretical analysis and extensive simulations, it is
shown that STMAC outperforms other state-of-the-art protocols in terms of average superframe duration, end-to-end (E2E)
delay, and packet loss ratio.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, related work is summarized along with analysis.
Section III discusses the assumptions and scenarios used for
problem formulation. Section IV describes the characterization of spatial-temporal features and the optimization of the
contention period. In Section V, the STMAC protocol is
proposed. In Section VI, we evaluate STMAC by comparing
with baseline MAC protocols (i.e., PCF and DCF MAC protocols) through theoretical data and simulation results. Finally,
Section VII concludes this paper along with future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
IEEE 802.11 [4] defines an HCF-mode to use a contentionbased channel access method for contention-based transfer
called EDCA, and a controlled channel access for contentionfree transfer called HCCA [4]. In contention-free transfer,
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the HCCA mechanism [4] enables the stations to transmit their
QoS data to the AP according to the schedule made by the AP
without any contention. On the other hand, the stations attempt
to transmit their prioritized QoS data to the AP with the EDCA
mechanism [4]. In both modes, the station transmits its data
to its neighboring station under its communication coverage
via the AP. However, for the purpose of driving safety, direct
data delivery is possible through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communication without using the data relay of an RSU. Thus,
we need to design a new hybrid mode for a reliable and fast
data delivery among vehicles.
Many other MAC protocols have been proposed, using
MAC coordination functions (i.e., DCF and PCF) to improve
the efficiency and reliability of wireless media access in
mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) and vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANET). In most cases, omni-directional antenna is
considered for MAC protocols even though directional antenna
has several benefits. Therefore, the literature review of MAC
protocols is discussed according to the coordination functions
along with antenna types.
Ko et al. [12] propose a directional antenna MAC protocol (D-MAC) in DCF. For concurrent communications and
based on D-MAC, Feng et al. propose a location- and
mobility-aware (LMA) MAC protocol [10]. Both D-MAC
and LMA perform communications in DCF mode utilizing
CSMA/CA and the exponential backoff mechanism for ad
hoc networks. LMA is designed to achieve efficient V2V
communication without infrastructure nodes (e.g., RSU). The
aim of LMA is to achieve efficient directional transmission while resolving the deafness problem [10]. Vehicles in
LMA use the predicted location and mobility information of
the target vehicle, thereby performing directed transmissions
using beamforming. As an enhanced D-MAC protocol, LMA
exploits the advantages of a directional antenna, such as spatial
reuse, by considering the moving direction of a vehicle, and
uses a longer transmission range in transmitting request-tosend (RTS), clear-to-send (CTS), data frame (DATA), and
acknowledgment (ACK) as directed transmissions. However,
the frame collisions increase substantially when both D-MAC
and LMS are used when the vehicle density is high. This
may result in a serious packet delivery delay, which is not
acceptable for driving safety.
In PCF, Chung et al. propose a WAVE PCF MAC protocol (WPCF) [11] to improve the channel utilization and user
capacity in vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) or infrastructure-tovehicle (I2V) communication. The main purpose of WPCF
is to provide multiple vehicles with time-coordinated wireless
media access for the efficient communication with an RSU.
As a result, WPCF can increase the channel efficiency when
multiple vehicles attempt to sequentially communicate with
an RSU [17]. WPCF also suggests a handover mechanism by
adopting a WAVE handover controller to minimize service disconnection time [11]. However, since WPCF neither optimizes
the length of a contention period (CP) nor utilizes concurrent
transmissions in a contention-free period (CFP), the utilization
of the wireless channel still needs to be improved. Unlike
WPCF, which is a kind of HCF, STMAC allows vehicles
to exchange their driving information with their neighboring

vehicles without the relaying of an RSU. Note that since
WPCF is an Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V) MAC protocol,
the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) data delivery requires the relay
via an RSU. Because this exchange is performed concurrently
for the disjoint sets of vehicles, the packet delivery delay of
STMAC is shorter than that of WPCF. Kim et al. propose
a MAC protocol using a road traffic estimation for I2V
communication in a highway environment [22]. Their MAC
protocol estimates the road traffic to precisely control the
transmission probability of vehicles in order to maximize
system throughput. The protocol also presents a mechanism
to use a threshold to limit the number of transmitted packets
for fairness among vehicles. Hafeez et al. propose a distributed
multichannel and mobility-aware cluster-based MAC protocol,
called DMMAC [14]. DMMAC utilizes the EDCA of IEEE
802.11p to differentiate the types of packets, enables vehicles
to form clusters based on a weighted stabilization factor to
exchange packets.
Through the evaluation of the existing MAC protocols,
we found that LMA, WPCF, and DMMAC are representatives
of DCF, PCF, and cluster-based MAC protocols in VANET,
respectively. Hence, the three protocols are used as baselines
for performance evaluation in this paper. Comparing with
LMA, WPCF, and DMMAC, STMAC leverages a spatiotemporal feature to improve the efficiency of channel access
and reduce the delivery delay of safety messages. STMAC
also considers an urban layout to reduce the length of the contention period. Therefore, the results will show that STMAC
can outperform the legacy MAC protocols, such as LMA,
WPCF, and DMMAC.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The goal of the STMAC protocol is to provide a reliable and
fast message exchange among adjacent vehicles through the
coordination of an RSU for safe driving. To achieve this goal,
a directed transmission is used whenever possible to maximize the number of concurrent transmissions through spatiotemporal transmission scheduling. In the following section,
we specify several assumptions and a target scenario.
A. Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in the course of
designing STMAC:
• Vehicles are equipped with a DSRC interface [2]
and a directional antenna array with the phase shifting [10], [23], whereas RSUs are equipped with an
omnidirectional antenna. The directional antenna array
can generate multiple beams toward multiple receivers
at the same time (e.g., MU-MIMO) [24], [25]. The
narrow beam problem can be avoided in our STMAC.
The direction of each beam and the communication
coverage (i.e., R and β, where R is the communication
range defined as a distance where a successful data
frame from a sender vehicle can be transmitted to a
receiver vehicle with almost no bit error, and β is the
communication beam angle that is constructed by the
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Fig. 3.
Fig. 2.
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The target scenario of spatio-temporal coordination by the RSU.

A transmission signal coverage and interference range.

B. Target Scenario
phase shifting of the directional antenna array [23]) are
adjustable by locating the receiving vehicle’s location
and controlling RF transmission power [10], [23], [26],
as shown in Fig. 2. The RF transmission power Wt can
be determined as follows:
Wt =

•

•

•

•

(2d)α · (4π)2 · Wr
,
2

(1)

where d is the distance between a transmitter and a
receiver; α is the minimum path loss coefficient;  is
the wavelength of a signal; Wr is the minimum power
level to be able to physically receive a signal, which can
be calculated by Wr = 10sa/10, and sa is the minimum
signal attenuation threshold.
For simplicity, the interference range I of a transmission is considered to be two times the communication
range R, as shown in Fig. 2, which is used in an
algorithm (Algorithm 1 in Section IV-A) to decide an
interference set when calculating a transmission schedule.
Also, as shown in Fig. 2, a circular-sector-shape signal
coverage is considered instead of the actual transmission
signal coverage, and the side lobes and the back lobe are
ignored for the simplicity of modeling.
A procedure of handover similar to that of WPCF [11] is
implemented in this work by using two DSRC service
channels [2]. The first channel is used for the RSU’s
coverage, and the second channel is used for the adjacent
RSU’s coverage. The detailed description of the handover
is given in WPCF [11].
Vehicles are equipped with a GPS-based navigation system [19], [20]. This GPS navigation system provides
vehicles with their position, speed, and direction at any
time.
The effect of buildings or trees (called terrain effect)
exists in real vehicular networks. The Nakagami fading
model [27] is usually used for vehicular networks. If a
better fading model considering terrain effect is available,
our STMAC protocol can accommodate such a model.

Our target scenario is a vehicle data exchange, such as
mobility information (e.g., location, direction, and speed) and
in-vehicle device status (e.g., break, gear, engine, and axle),
for driving safety in urban road networks. As shown in Fig. 3,
RSUs are typically deployed at road intersections and serve as
gateways between VANET and the intelligent transportation
systems (ITS) infrastructure [17]. An RSU’s transmission
coverage range is set to cover the maximum of the lengths of
the halves of the road segments. The inter-RSU interference is
avoided by letting two adjacent RSUs use different DSRC service channels. Vehicles periodically transmit time slot requests
to an RSU along with their mobility information (i.e., current
location, moving direction, and speed). The RSU uses the
request information to construct a transmission schedule for
the wireless channel access. Using the assigned time slots from
the schedule, safety messages are directly exchanged between
neighbor vehicles to prevent accidents. In the next section,
we will explain the spatio-temporal feature and contention
period optimization in STMAC protocol.
IV. S PATIO -T EMPORAL C OORDINATION AND
C ONTENTION P ERIOD O PTIMIZATION
In this section, we propose a new channel access scheme
based on an enhanced set-cover algorithm by characterizing a
spatio-temporal feature in urban vehicular networks. We also
propose a contention period adaptation based on the vehicle
arrival rate at an intersection in an urban area. To characterize
the spatio-temporal feature in a vehicular environment, the formation of the line-of-collision (LoC) graph is first explained.
A. Spatio-Temporal Coordination Based Channel Access
In an urban area, a vehicle accident is usually a direct
crash or collision among vehicles (e.g., frontal, side, and rear
impacts). Preventing the initial direct crash can largely reduce
fatalities and property losses. We propose an LoC graph among
vehicles based on a geometric relation to describe the initial
direct crash. As shown in Fig. 4, vehicles A and B have an
LoC relation because there are no middle vehicles between
them, and can therefore crash directly. From A, two tangent
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Fig. 6.
Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Searching sequence for maximum compatible cover-sets.

Line-of-collision relation construction.

Line-of-collision vehicles in road segment with multiple lanes.

lines on a circle can be derived based on the half length
(as a radius r ) of B. Any vehicle within the area between
the two tangent lines (gray area in Fig. 4), but farther than
B, is considered as a non-LoC vehicle to A, e.g., C in Fig. 4.
By comparing the two angles γ and ϕ of the two tangent
lines and the unsafe distance determined by the two-second
rule [28], it can also be determined whether or not any other
vehicles can be LoC vehicles of A. For example, D has no
LoC relation with A because the angle ω D is smaller than γ ,
but larger than ϕ. On the other hand, E is an LoC vehicle of
A, based on the fact that the angle ω E is smaller than ϕ and
is within the unsafe distance. Note that vehicles with different
sizes can be considered as the same class, e.g., a vehicle with
a length smaller than 5 meters can be categorized as a 5 meter
vehicle to determine the radius r . From communication collision point of view, if C is in the interference range of A, which
is 2 times transmission range of A [29], C can be interfered.
But in Algorithm 1, this interference is avoided by scheduling
vehicles A and C in different time slots, which means if C is
in the interference range of A, when A is transmitting to B,
C will neither receiving nor sending a packet. Note that LoC
means Line of Collision, which indicates the relationship of
directly physically collision of two neighboring vehicles rather
than the line-of-sight for communication range.

Based on the LoC relation, an LoC graph can be constructed. As shown in the dotted box of Fig. 5, we consider
a scenario in which vehicles are moving in multiple lanes in
road segments. The solid box in Fig. 5 shows an LoC graph
G = (V, E) constructed by the vehicles inside the dotted
box, where the vertices in V are vehicles and the edges in
E indicate an LoC relation between two adjacent vehicles
that can collide directly with each other. Thus, the continuous
communications are necessary for the connected vehicles in
the LoC graph G. Notice that the LoC graph is used in
our STMAC protocol to reduce medium collision, which is
discussed in later in this section.
Through the LoC graph of the vehicles, we propose a
spatio-temporal coordination based channel access scheme by
using an enhanced set-cover algorithm. The enhanced setcover algorithm for STMAC attempts to find a minimum
set-cover for an optimal time slot allocation in a given LoC
graph. Our STMAC Set-Cover algorithm attempts to allow as
many concurrent transmissions as possible in each time slot
in order to reduce the contention-free period for the required
transmissions of all the LoC vehicles.
We define the following terms for the STMAC Set-Cover
algorithm:
Definition 1 (Cover-Set): Let Cover-Set be a set Si of edges
in an LoC graph G where the edges are mutually not
interfering (i.e., compatible) with each other, that is, any
pair of edges eu,v , ex,y ∈ E(G) are compatible with each
other. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, the cover-set S1 is
{e3,1, e3,2 , e3,4 , e3,5 , e7,6 , e7,8 } for time slot 1.
Definition 2 (Set-Cover): Let Set-Cover be a set S of coversets Si for i =1 · · · n that is equal to the edge set E(G) such
that E(G) = ni=1 Si . That is, the set-cover S includes all the
directed edges in an LoC graph G and represents the schedule
of concurrent transmissions of the edges in Si for time slot i .
For example, Fig. 6 shows the mapping between time slot i
and cover-set Si .
We now formulate an optimization of a time slot allocation
for cover-sets of non-interfering edges that can be transmitted
concurrently. Let 2 N be a power set of natural number set N
as time slot sets, such as 2 N = {∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, ...}. Let
S be a set-cover for a time slot schedule. Let E be a directed
edge set. Let Si be a cover-set for a time slot i . Let E(Si )
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be the set of non-interfering edges in Si . The optimization of
time slot allocation is as follows:
S ∗ ← arg min |S|,
S∈2 N

(2)

where S
=
{Si |Si is a cover-set for time slot i} and
E = Si ∈S E(Si ).
For this optimization, we propose an STMAC Set-Cover
algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. The optimization objective
of the STMAC Set-Cover algorithm is to find a set-cover
with the minimum number of time slots, mapped to cover-sets.
A schedule of cover-sets of which the edges are the concurrent
transmissions for a specific time slot can be represented as a
mapping from the set S of time slots Si (i.e., cover-sets) to
edges e j ∈ E. A set-cover returned as S by Algorithm 1 might
not be optimal since the set-covering problem is originally
NP-hard. That is, STMAC Set-Cover is an extension of the
legacy Set-Cover [21], where families (i.e., sets of elements)
are fixed. However, in our STMAC Set-Cover, the families are
not given, but should be dynamically constructed as cover-sets
during the mapping. Each cover-set Si needs a time slot i ,
so one time slot is mapped to a cover-set that is a set of
non-interfering edges in G.
The lines 5-10 in Algorithm 1 show that the search
for a new maximum cover-set, which is a cover-set with
the maximum number of edges covered by a time slot,
is repeated until all the edges in E are covered by coversets. Refer to Appendix B for the detailed description of
Sear ch_Max_Compati ble_Cover _Set (G, E  ) in line 6. The
time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(E · V · (V + E)). Since
the number of vehicles at one intersection is still within a
reasonable bound, the time taken to calculate the optimal cover
set shall also be within a reasonable bound. The polynomial
time complexity of Algorithm 1 can be efficiently handled by
the edge-centric computing [18] in RSU.
Algorithm 1 STMAC-Set-Cover Algorithm
1: function STMAC_S ET _C OVER(G)
 G is a
line-of-collision (LoC) graph
2:
E  ← G(E)  E  is the set of the remaining edges not
belonging to any cover-set
3:
S←∅
 S is for a Set-Cover
4:
i ←1
5:
while E  = ∅ do
6:
Si ← Sear ch_Max_Compati ble_Cover _Set (G, E  )
 search for a Maximum Cover-Set for the remaining
edges in E 
7:
E  ← E  − Si
8:
S ← S ∪ {Si }
9:
i ←i +1
10:
end while
11:
return S
12: end function
Fig. 6 shows an example of a search sequence for a set-cover
with maximum cover-sets by Algorithm 1. For the first time
slot, in Fig. 6, vertex 3 is selected as a start node for time slot
1 because it has the highest degree. Vertex 7 can also transmit
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in time slot 1 since vertex 7 is not the receiver of vertex 3
and has a spatial disjoint feature. Next, vertexes 2 and 8 are
selected as the next transmitters. Through a similar procedure
for the remaining vehicles, 5 time slots can cover all the
transmissions for the LoC graph G instead of 8 time slots
for each vehicle. Thus, the mapping between time slot and
cover-set is constructed by the STMAC Set-Cover algorithm
for the transmission schedule.
Note that the STMAC Set-Cover algorithm can be extended
to consider an interference range existing in real radio communications [29]. Algorithm 3 in Appendix B describes
for the STMAC Set-Cover considering the interference
range.
B. Contention Period Optimization
In this section, we explain the contention period optimization for the efficient channel usage, considering the arrival
rate of unregistered vehicles to the communication range of
an RSU at an intersection. This adaptation is possible because
vehicles in an urban area move along the confined roadways,
so the arrival rate can be measured in vehicular networks while
such a measurement is not feasible in mobile ad hoc networks
due to free mobility. Note that the arrival rate can be measured
by several ways for object recognition, such as loop detectors
and traffic cameras, which are installed at intersections.
The contention period is dynamically adapted according to
the arrival rate of unregistered vehicles to the communication
range of an RSU. As the number of vehicles increases for
an RSU, the length of CFP in the superframe duration will
increase, since more vehicles should be allocated with their
time slots for channel access. Thus, the length of CP should
be determined according to the expected number of arriving,
unregistered vehicles in one superframe duration to enable the
vehicles the opportunity to be registered in the RSU with a
registration frame. If the CP length is too short, registration
frames toward the RSU will encounter many collisions during
registration attempts, and only a few vehicles can therefore be
registered. In contrast, if the CP length is too long, most of the
time in CP will be wasted after registering all arriving vehicles
in the RSU, resulting in a poor channel utilization. Thus,
we need to find the appropriate length of CP to guarantee that
new incoming vehicles are given the opportunity to registered
with the RSU in a finite period of time (e.g., one superframe
duration) within the same superframe.
Let λ jk i denote the vehicle arrival rate from an adjacent
intersection jk to an intersection i , as shown in Fig. 3. Let λ
be the total arrival rate for the communication range of RSU
at intersection i per unit time (e.g., 1 second) such that
λ=

n


λ jk i .

(3)

k=1

Here n is the number of neighbor intersections of intersection i . RSU at an intersection i observes the number of
vehicles that arrive within its transmission coverage from its
adjacent road segments. We can simply calculate λ with the
total arrivals of vehicles for all incoming road segments per
unit time.
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We leverage the concept of the slotted ALOHA [30] and
the Reservation-ALOHA (R-ALOHA) [31] for CP adaptation.
The original R-ALOHA was designed for ad hoc networks
to reduce collisions [32], whereas the CP in our scheme is
designed for vehicle registration to reserve time slots in the
next CFP. R-ALOHA provides nodes with time-based multiple
channel access in a wireless link with a reasonable access
efficiency (i.e., channel utilization) [31]. In CP, since new
comer vehicles to an intersection area try to register their
mobility information into the RSU with a single registration
frame, R-ALOHA can be used for the CP in STMAC. Let
s be the time duration of one superframe duration including
CP and CFP duration.
• An unregistered vehicle attempts to send its registration
frame with probability p.
• N vehicles attempt to be registered in RSU in this
superframe duration, such that N = λ · s.
• The probability that one vehicle succeeds in registering
its transmission request for a slot among N vehicles is:
g N = N · p · (1 − p) N−1 .

(4)

For the CP duration, the total number of slots to register N
vehicles is:
M=

1
1


1
1
=
.
gi
i · p · (1 − p)i−1

i=N

(5)

i=N

Appendix A provides the detailed derivation for this equation.
For the efficient operation, the possible values of λ are
mapped into a pair of the optimal channel access probability p
and total slot number M in off-line processing. This pair of p
and M for the current λ is announced to unregistered vehicles
by an RSU through a timing advertisement frame (TAF), specified in Section V. Note that although the RSUs are responsible
for the vehicle registration and the cover-set calculations,
they can handle these procedures because each RSU only
manages one intersection at which the number of vehicles is
still bounded to a reasonable level, even in rush-hours.
So far, we have described the proposed spatio-temporal
coordination-based channel access scheme and the contention
period optimization. In the next section, we will introduce a
new hybrid MAC protocol to combine the merits of PCF and
DCF modes based on the proposed channel access scheme and
the contention period optimization.
V. S PATIO -T EMPORAL C OORDINATION BASED
M EDIA ACCESS C ONTROL P ROTOCOL
STMAC is a hybrid MAC protocol that combines the PCF
and DCF modes for efficient channel utilization and quick
driving safety information exchange. The PCF mode is used
to (i) register unregistered vehicles in an RSU with their
mobility information, (ii) construct a collision-free channel
access schedule for registered vehicles, and (iii) announce the
channel access schedule for V2V communications in a similar
way to that of WPCF [11]. In contrast, the DCF mode is used
to enable the safety messages of the registered vehicles to be
exchanged with other registered vehicles and without frame
collision in V2V communications.

Fig. 7.
Timing advertisement frame (TAF) formats in STMAC.
(a) TAF in CP. (b) TAF in CFP.

In STMAC, an RSU periodically broadcasts a timing advertisement frame (TAF). The TAF is a beacon frame following
the standard of the IEEE WAVE [4], [5]. In STMAC, it has
two formats, including TAF in CP and TAF in CFP as shown
in Fig. 7. Both formats in the vendor specific field have some
common fields, such as RSU information, superframe duration,
CP max duration (i.e., M), and CFP max duration. The vendor
specific field of TAF for CP shown in Fig. 7(a) additionally
contains optimal access probability (i.e., p), the number of
vehicles registered, and registered vehicles’ MAC addresses.
The vendor specific field of TAF for CFP in Fig. 7(b) contains other information, such as the number of time slots,
the transmission schedule in each time slot, and the neighbor
vectors (NV). NV contains the mobility information (i.e., the
current position, direction, and speed) of neighboring vehicles.
In STMAC, time is divided into superframe duration, and
each superframe duration consists of two phases, the CP phase
and CFP phase, as shown in Fig. 8. These two phases are
explained in the following subsections.
A. CP Phase for Vehicle Registration
In the CP phase, unregistered vehicles attempt to be registered in an RSU based on contention. Fig. 8(a) shows
a contention-period time sequence for vehicle registration.
As shown in Fig. 8(a), a TAF at the beginning of a CP is firstly
transmitted by an RSU in a DSRC control channel (CCH),
after a DCF interframe space (DIFS) period, indicating the
start of a contention period.
The TAF mainly contains a list of the registered vehicles
and the RSU’s service channel number (SCH#) in the RSU
Info part as shown in Fig. 7(a). Next, after receiving the TAF,
the vehicles start contending the transmission opportunity to
send a registration request (i.e., REQ in Fig. 8(a)). It is possible
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Time sequence in STMAC protocol. (a) Contention-period time sequence. (b) Contention-free-period time sequence.

that multiple vehicles attempt to contend, causing a collision
at the RSU. After this contention period, the contention free
period starts and all registered vehicles (including newly registered vehicles) switch their CCH channel to an SCH channel
specified in the TAF.
Let Oc be the number of vehicles that send packets, and
then the maximum CP length can be calculated as follows:
TCSTP M AC = D I F S +T AF +(D I F S + R E Q + S I F S + AC K )
·

1

i=Oc

1
+ S I F S + TC S + TG I ,
i · p · (1 − p)i−1
(6)

where D I F S, T AF, R E Q, S I F S, AC K , TC S , and TG I are
the time for the DCF interframe space, the timing advertisement frame, the registration request frame, the short interframe space, the acknowledgement frame, 
the channel switch,
1
and the guard interval, respectively, and 1i=Oc i· p· (1−
p)i−1
is the expected number of vehicle registrations derived
in Section IV-B.
Note that during the CP phase, both registered and unregistered vehicles can transmit an emergency message to an RSU
for emergency data dissemination (e.g., accident notification).
B. CFP Phase for Driving Information Exchange
In a CFP phase, registered vehicles attempt exchange their
driving safety information with their neighboring vehicles
based on the contention-free schedule in service channels (SCHs). As shown in Fig. 8(b), a TAF containing the
channel access schedule of registered vehicles is broadcasted
by an RSU. Each vehicle based on the schedule in the TAF
transmits its basic safety message (BSM) (e.g., mobility information and vehicle internal states) to its intended receivers for
the time slot. As shown in the dashed line box of Fig. 8(b),
the transmissions of BSM packets are multiplexed in the time
slots according to the spatio-temporal coordination described
in Section IV-A. Let OrST M AC be the number of time slots
allocated by the spatio-temporal coordination in a CFP; then,
Oc vehicles may use OrST M AC time slots to exchange safety
messages. Thus, the maximum length of a CFP in STMAC
can be expressed as:
OrST M AC

TCSTF PM AC = P I F S + T AF +


i=1

(S I F S + B S Mi )

+ S I F S + TC S + TG I , (7)

where P I F S and B S Mi are the time for the PCF interframe
space and the basic safety message for vehicle i , respectively.
Using the NVs from the TAF, each vehicle constructs the
coverage regions for its intended transmissions by the directional antenna and the transmission power control. Note that
during the CFP phase, if the RSU has an emergency message,
it can announce a TAF having emergency information.
Thus, by the CP and CFP phases, STMAC can allow for
not only the fast exchange of driving safety information among
vehicles, but also the fast dissemination of emergency data of
the vehicles under the RSU.
C. Vehicle Mobility Information Update
In the STMAC protocol, the RSU periodically broadcasts
a special TAF in a CP phase to collect the most current
mobility information of all registered vehicles. This enables
vehicles to correctly select the transmission direction and
power control parameters by the latest position of a receiver
vehicle. This TAF is also used to deregister vehicles that
have left the communication range of the RSU, and which
do not respond to this TAF. Each registered vehicle sends
its updated mobility by transmitting a BSM, which includes
its mobility information, to the RSU. The superframe for the
vehicle mobility information update is repeated every U times,
such as U = 10, considering the mobility prediction accuracy.
With this update, the RSU estimates the vehicle’s mobility
in the near future (e.g., after 100 milliseconds) for time slot
scheduling.
D. Performance Analysis
We have so far explained the design of STMAC protocol.
Now we analyze the performance of STMAC and WPCF.
Since WPCF is the MAC protocol most similar to STMAC,
we particularly study the performance of WPCF. Table I
shows the performance analysis of STMAC and WPCF. The
maximum CP and CFP lengths of STMAC were discussed
in Sections V-A and V-B. Notice that the number of time
slots (i.e., OrST M AC ) allocated in a CFP of STMAC is a result
of the spatio-temporal coordination. The acknowledgement
process between any two LoC vehicles, of which the time
is S I F S + AC K , is removed to improve the efficiency of the
safety information exchange. We assume that every vehicle has
safety messages that must be sent. The superframe duration
of STMAC can be described as
M AC
= TCSTP M AC + TCSTF PM AC .
TSST
F

(8)
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF STMAC AND WPCF

The maximum CP length TCWPPC F of WPCF is similar to
that of STMAC, but WPCF has no registration mechanism
for continuous communications, which means that whenever
a vehicle has a packet to send, it needs to reserve a time slot
in a CP. Also, the vehicles with the WPCF scheme, which
reserved the time slots in the CP, do not utilize the spatial
feature to reduce the number of time slots. Thus, the maximum
CFP length of WPCF is determined by the number of vehicles
with reserved time slots in the CP. Note that the number of
vehicles within the coverage of one RSU at an intersection is a
reasonable number, so the CFP period will increase reasonably
as the number of vehicles increases. Assume that there are Or
vehicles having packets to send; the maximum CFP length for
these Or vehicles is:
F
= S I F S + T AF +
TCWFPC
P

Or

i=1

×(W P I F S[1] + B S Mi + S I F S + AC K ) + E N D,
(9)
where W P I F S is the WAVE PCF interframe space defined
in WPCF [11]; W P I F S[k] = S I F S + (k × Tslot ); k is the
sequence number for the transmission order of a vehicle in the
current CFP schedule, and k is always 1 because every registered vehicle transmits its data frame to the RSU according
to its transmission order in the schedule [11]; B S Mi is the
transmission time of the basic safety message for a vehicle i ;
and E N D is the CFP end frame sent by an RSU, which can
be equal to the TC S + TG I of STMAC. Thus, the superframe
duration TSWFPC F of WPCF is
F
TSWFPC F = TCWPPC F + TCWFPC
P .

(10)

To measure the interval between two consecutive safety
messages which are transmitted by a vehicle and are received
by its neighboring vehicles, we define E2E delay to describe
it. Based on the superframe duration of STMAC and WPCF,
ST M AC ) and that of
the E2E delay of STMAC (denoted as TE2E
W
PC
F
WPCF (denoted as TE2E ) can be estimated by the uniformly
distributed channel access in both CP and CFP phases:
TCSTF PM AC
T ST M AC
+ TCSTP M AC + C P
2
2
M AC
TSST
F
+ TCSTP M AC .
=
2
T W PC F
T W PC F
= C F P + TCWPPC F + C P
2
2
TSWF PC F
W PC F
=
+ TC P
.
2

ST M AC
TE2E
=

W PC F
TE2E

(11)

(12)

TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

We verified the analytical models of STMAC and WPCF
by comparing the analytical results with the simulation
results in Section VI-B based on the parameters in Table II.
Note that the contents of a BSM can be modified to
adapt to different scenarios, which may vary the size of
a BSM.
Since it is a CSMA/CA-based MAC scheme, LMA does
not have the concept of superframe. Thus, we cannot determine the superframe duration as we can for STMAC and
WPCF. Note that many analysis models have been proposed
(e.g., Markov chain model [34]–[37]) to describe the performance of CSMA/CA schemes.
So far, we have explained the design of the STMAC
protocol. In the next section, we will evaluate our STMAC
with baselines in realistic settings.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of STMAC
in terms of average superframe duration, E2E delay, and
packet loss ratio as performance metrics. We set the data
rate as 6 Mbps, and utilize the Nakagami-3 [27] radio model
for both transmitter and receiver to support the irregularity of
transmission coverage, interference, and path loss in vehicular
environments. We assume that a transmission coverage can be
optimized in STMAC from a design perspective for an optimized communication coverage. Also, multiple transmissions
can be emitted toward multiple receivers by a transmitter’s
directional antenna.
The evaluation settings are as follows:
• Performance Metrics: We use (i) Average superframe
duration, (ii) E2E delay, and (iii) Packet loss ratio as
metrics for the performance.
• Baseline: LMA [10], WPCF [11], DMMAC [14], and
EDCA [4] were used as baselines.
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TABLE III
S IMULATION C ONFIGURATION

Fig. 9. Road network for simulation. (a) Extracted map in SUMO. (b) Real
map with RSU placement.

•

Parameters: For the performance, we investigate the
impacts of the following parameters: (i) Vehicle number (i.e., Vehicle traffic density) N, (ii) GPS position
error (i.e., Vehicle location error) , (iii) Radio antenna,
and (iv) Contention period duration.
We use a road network with 11 intersections associated with
11 RSUs from a rectangular area of Los Angeles, CA, USA
using Open Street Map [38] as shown in Fig. 9. The total
length of the road segments of the road network is about
4.92 km (i.e., 3.06 miles). We built STMAC, WPCF, LMA,
DMMAC, and EDCA using OMNeT++ [39] and Veins [40]
as well as applying the settings specified in Table III. Veins is
an open source software to simulate vehicle communication
and networks, including signal fading models. Directional
antenna coverage is formed by a directional antenna array [23]
on top of a realistic wireless radio model in Veins, such
as Nakagami fading model [27]. To use realistic vehicle
mobility in the road network, we fed the vehicle mobility
information to OMNeT++ using a vehicle mobility simulator
called SUMO [41] via the TraCI protocol [41]. SUMO was
extended such that vehicles move around, rather than escape
from a target road network.
Because our objective is to show the performance of local
communications among an RSU and vehicles in the same
road segment, rather than the E2E delivery delay between two
remote vehicles in a large-scale road network, the simulation
topology shown in Fig. 9 is sufficient for evaluating our
proposed protocol. The packets for safety messages continue
to be generated during the travel of vehicles. We averaged
10 samples with confidence interval (i.e., error bar) in the
performance results.
A. Comparison of Data Delivery Behaviors
We compared the data delivery behaviors of STMAC,
WPCF, LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA with the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the superframe duration,

E2E delay, and packet loss ratio. Fig. 10 shows that the
CDF of STMAC reaches 100% much faster than those of
WPCF, LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA. For example, STMAC
has the average superframe duration of 0.021 s for 80% CDF,
while for the same CDF value, WPCF has that of 0.052 s.
Also, STMAC has the E2E delay of 0.017 s for 80%
CDF while WPCF has that of 0.055 s and LMA has that
of 1.2 s. In addition, The packet loss ratio of STMAC
is 0.3% for 80% CDF. While that for WPCF is 25% and
that for LMA is 1.8%. We observed that STMAC has better
channel utilization, shorter E2E delay, and less packet loss
ratio than WPCF, LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA. We show the
forwarding performance of these three schemes quantitatively
in the following subsections.
B. Impact of Number of Vehicles
To examine the impact of the vehicle density, we varied the
number of vehicles from 50 to 300 in the simulations. Since
LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA do not have a superframe period,
we only verified the analytical results of superframe duration
and E2E delay of STMAC and WPCF.
Fig. 11(a) shows both the analytical and simulation results
of the average superframe duration for the different vehicle
densities. We obtained the analytical results from the analysis
in Section V-D by uniformly assigning vehicles to each
RSU. Note that the setting of uniformly distributed vehicles
is used to get the performance results of the theoretical
analysis in Section V-D. In the simulation, the vehicles are
not uniformly distributed. The vehicle traffic is from SUMO
which models a realistic vehicle mobility. Vehicles select their
random destination and move to their destination in a shortest
path. The results in Fig. 11(a) show that the simulation data
match well with the analytical results. The average superframe
duration of STMAC is shorter than that of WPCF. Especially,
in a highly congested road situation, STMAC outperforms
WPCF by 66.7%. It was observed that as the vehicle density
increases, a small gap appears between the simulation and
the analytical data of WPCF. This is due to the non-uniform
vehicle distribution in the simulation. A small gap between
the simulation result and analytical result of STMAC is also
observed, but due to the scale of the figure, such a gap is not
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Fig. 10. CDF of superframe duration, E2E delay and packet loss ratio for STMAC, WPCF, and LMA. (a) CDF of superframe duration. (b) CDF of E2E
delay. (c) CDF of packet loss ratio.

Fig. 11. Impact of the number of vehicles. (a) Average superframe duration for STMAC and WPCF. (b) Packet E2E delay for STMAC, WPCF, and LMA.
(c) Packet loss ratio for STMAC, WPCF, and LMA.

significant. Notice that in Fig. 11(a), the curve of STMAC
is linearly increasing rather than constant according to the
increase of vehicles. Also, note that the average superframe
duration determines the time duration of a vehicles safety
information transmission toward its adjacent vehicles in the
LoC graph. Thus, the shorter average superframe duration
indicates the more often exchange of safety information among
vehicles.
As described in Section V-D, the average superframe duration determines the packet E2E delay. Fig. 11(b) shows the
analytical and simulation results of the average E2E delay of
packet delivery. Overall, the simulation results show a good
agreement with the analytical results, as shown in the small
window of Fig. 11(b). As the number of vehicles increases,
all of STMAC, WPCF, LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA have
a longer average E2E delay. In any road traffic condition
(i.e., N = 50 through N = 300), STMAC has a shorter packet
E2E delay than WPCF, LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA due
to both the optimized CP duration and concurrent transmissions by spatio-temporal coordination. Especially, for highly
congested road traffic of N = 300, the packet E2E delay
of STMAC is one third of WPCF’s delay. Notice that the
E2E delay of LMA is identical to the result reported in
LMA [10]. LMA has much higher E2E delays than those
of STMAC and WPCF in all vehicle densities. This is due
to the mechanism of CSMA/CA [4] that can let multiple
control frames experience collision before the transmission of
a data frame.
Fig. 11(c) shows the packet loss ratio according to the
increasing number of vehicles. In all vehicle densities from

50 to 300, STMAC has a much lower packet loss ratio than
both WPCF, LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA since in STMAC,
vehicles can communicate with their LoC vehicles by an
optimized communication range. Even for highly congested
road traffic of N = 300, STMAC gains a packet loss ratio less
than 1%, but the packet loss ratios of WPCF and LMA are
24% and 2.5%, respectively. Through the observation of the
simulations, the high packet loss ratio of WPCF is caused by
signal attenuation and the packet collisions in handover areas.
The packet loss of LMA, which lacks spatial coordination,
is produced mainly by the packet collisions between the data
frames and the control frames. The spatial coordination and
the transmission power control induce a very low packet loss
ratio for STMAC.
From the performance comparison of the superframe duration, the E2E delay, and the packet loss ratio, STMAC
outperforms the other state-of-the-art schemes considerably,
indicating that it can support reliable and fast safety message
exchange. These improvements are because STMAC allows
vehicles to transmit their safety information frames to their
neighboring vehicles in the LoC graph through spatio-temporal
coordination in an RSU in a direct V2V communication.
This coordination can reduce the frame collision and the
direct V2V communication reduces the data delivery delay
between vehicles. On the other hand, LMA lets vehicles
access the wireless channel randomly, so this increases the
frame collision probability as the number of vehicles increases.
Also, since WPCF does not consider CP duration optimization
unlike STMAC, the channel utilization of WPCF is worse than
that of STMAC.
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Impact of GPS position error. (a) Average superframe duration. (b) Packet E2E delay. (c) Packet loss ratio.

Fig. 13. Impact of radio antenna. (a) Average superframe duration with omni-directional antenna. (b) Packet E2E delay with omni-directional antenna.
(c) Packet loss ratio with omni-directional antenna.

C. Impact of GPS Position Error
In an urban area, tall buildings usually seriously affect the
precision of GPS localization, which can also influence the
performance of STMAC since STMAC utilizes the coordinates
of vehicles to schedule time slots. Therefore, we evaluated the
performance of STMAC by varying the GPS position error at
a medium vehicle density (i.e., 150 vehicles). Fig. 12 shows
the average superframe duration, E2E delay, and packet loss
ratio according to GPS position error. The average superframe
duration of STMAC increases as the GPS error increases,
as shown in Fig. 12(a), but as the error reaches above 9 meters,
the average superframe duration remains stable. The worst
case occurred at the GPS position error with 12 meters, where
the average superframe duration is about 18.1 ms, which is still
within a safe driving range (e.g., 100 ms [42]). On the other
hand, as the GPS error increases, the E2E delay also increases
as shown in Fig. 12(b), and the worst case is about 12.5 ms
on average. For packet loss ratio, in the zero GPS position
error, STMAC performs with less than 0.18% packet loss ratio,
and gains increased packet loss ratio as the GPS error range
increases. From the result shown in this figure, it is expected
that STMAC can work well for safety message exchange [42]
even in urban road networks with a high GPS error due to
buildings. The good tolerance of GPS error in STMAC benefits
from the design of STMAC protocol. Algorithm 1 considers
the GPS error when using the vehicles position information to
schedule the transmissions. Based on the algorithm, vehicles
transmit data following the enlarged transmission range to
compensate the impact of GPS error.

D. Impact of Radio Antenna
To evaluate the impact of radio antenna, we conducted
simulations by switching the radio antenna. Fig. 13 shows the
impact of radio antenna, such as directional antenna and omnidirectional antenna (ODA). As shown in Fig. 13(a), STMAC
using directional antenna has almost the same superframe
duration as that of STMAC using ODA. For packet E2E delay,
as shown in Fig. 13(b), STMAC using directional antenna
has slightly longer E2E delay than STMAC using ODA. This
is because vehicles using ODA in STMAC exchange safety
messages with adjacent vehicles when updating their mobility
information to RSUs; this update reduces the E2E delay of
safety messages.
For data packet loss ratio, as shown in Fig. 13(c), the data
packet loss ratio of STMAC with directional antenna is less
than that of STMAC with ODA. The data packet loss of
STMAC with ODA is due to two factors: signal attenuation
and the packet loss in handover areas. The packet loss in
handover areas results from the channel switch of vehicles in
the handover areas. Assume that vehicle A (V A ) that is moving
into a handover area becomes registered in a new RSU (RSUn )
and its service channel is switched according to RSUn . The
predecessor RSU (RSU p ) of V A can still generate transmission
schedules including V A until the next update period. The other
vehicles in RSU p receiving the schedules can transmit their
data packets to V A in the handover area, although V A has
switched from the service channel of RSU p to the service
channel of RSUn . The vehicles with ODA in RSU p can
increase the data packet loss in the handover areas, since V A
in the handover area can receive more data packets from the
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Fig. 14. Impact of contention period duration. (a) Average superframe duration for CP duration. (b) Packet E2E delay for CP duration. (c) Packet loss ratio
for CP duration.

Fig. 15.

Performance in highly congested scenario. (a) CDF of E2E delay at one intersection. (b) Packet E2E delay at one intersection.

vehicles with ODA than from the vehicles with directional
antenna. However, this data packet loss does not affect the
average packet E2E delay, because the vehicles in handover
areas can receive data packet correctly from the other vehicles
in the coverage of RSUn , as shown in Fig. 13(b).
The results in Fig. 13 indicate that STMAC with directional
antenna can significantly reduce packet loss while maintaining
a good packet E2E delay in comparison with STMAC with
omni-directional antenna.
E. Impact of Contention Period Duration
We also fixed the length of the CP to show the impact
of the contention period duration. Particularly, we select
100 ms and 10 ms for the fixed-length CP to evaluate the
performance of STMAC with the CP adaptation. Fig. 14
shows the impact of CP duration in STMAC. For average
superframe duration, as shown in Fig. 14(a), the E2E delay
of STMAC with CP adaptation has shorter average superframe duration than STMAC with constant CP duration (i.e.,
0.01s and 0.1 s, respectively). For packet E2E delay with
CP adaptation, as shown in Fig. 14(b), the E2E delay of
STMAC with CP adaptation is shorter than that of STMAC
with both constant CP durations. For packet loss ratio with
CP adaptation, as shown in Fig. 14(c), STMAC has small
packet loss regardless of CP adaptation. This small packet loss
ratio benefits from the directional antenna that reduces packet
collisions.
F. Performance in Highly Congested Scenario
To measure the scalability of STMAC, we performed a
simulation in a highly congested scenario at one intersection

with four road segments. The intersection has three lanes
on each road segment, and the length of each road segment is 300 meters. An RSU is placed at the intersection.
Consider a vehicle with 5 meters length, and the minimum
gap between two vehicles is 2.5 meters. To fully occupy the
intersection, about 922 vehicles are required at the intersection.
Fig. 15 shows the E2E delay performance among STMAC,
WPCF, LMA, DMMAC, and EDCA. STMAC obtained the
best performance on the E2E delay, which shows that the
scalability of STMAC is good. In Fig. 15(a), the packet E2E
delay of STMAC is always within 100 ms even in the full
congested scenario, which can fulfill the minimum requirement
for driving safety information exchange. Fig. 15(b) shows the
trend of the packet E2E delay from a low density to a high
density. With the increase of vehicle density, the packet E2E
delays in STMAC, WPCF, and LMA also increase. The packet
E2E delay of STMAC is much lower than those of WPCF and
LMA, which is gained by the enhanced set-cover algorithm
and the new hybrid MAC protocol utilizing the spatio-temporal
coordination. Also, notice that the E2E delays in STMAC and
WPCF reach the highest point at the vehicle density with 0.7.
After the peak, the E2E delay maintains as almost constant.
Based on the observation, the peak indicates the saturation
scenario within the coverage of the RSU. When vehicle density
is larger than 0.7, the intersection experiences traffic jam that
hinders vehicles to move into the coverage of the RSU, which
reduces the E2E delay.
Therefore, the results from the performance evaluation show
that STMAC is a promising MAC protocol for driving safety
to support the reliable and rapid exchange of safety messages
among nearby vehicles.
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VII. C ONCLUSION

Therefore, the total number of slot to register N vehicles is:

In this paper, we propose a Spatio-Temporal Coordination
based Media Access Control (STMAC) protocol in an urban
area for an optimized wireless channel access. We characterize
the spatio-temporal feature using a line-of-collision (LoC)
graph. With this spatio-temporal coordination, STMAC organizes vehicles that transmit safety messages to their neighboring vehicles reliably and rapidly. Vehicles access wireless
channels in STMAC, combining the merits of the PCF and
DCF modes. In the PCF mode, the vehicles register their
mobility information in RSU for time slot reservation, and
they then receive their channel access time slots from a
beacon frame transmitted by an RSU. In the DCF mode,
the vehicles concurrently transmit their safety messages to
their neighboring vehicles through the spatio-temporal coordination. We theoretically analyzed the performance of STMAC,
and conducted extensive simulations to verify the analysis.
The results show that STMAC outperforms the legacy MAC
protocols using either PCF or DCF mode even in a highly
congested road traffic condition. Thus, through STMAC, a new
perspective for designing a MAC protocol for driving safety
in vehicular environments is demonstrated.
For future work, we will extend our STMAC to support data
services (e.g., multimedia streaming and interactive video call)
for high data throughput rather than for short packet delivery
time. Also, we will study a traffic-light-free communication
protocol for autonomous vehicles passing intersection without
the coordination of a traffic light. For a highway scenario,
we will study an efficient communication protocol for driving
safety.
A PPENDIX A
C ONTENTION P ERIOD A DAPTATION
For a particular number of vehicles N, we can find an
optimal p that can give the best successful probability g N
for each vehicle to send a registration request, so through
dg N
= N · (1 − p) N−1 − N · (N − 1) · p · (1 − p) N−2 = 0,
dp
(13)
we can obtain an optimal p:
1
.
N
is:

p=
Accordingly, the optimal g N

(14)

1 N−1
)
.
(15)
N
The average number of slots to register one vehicle among
N vehicles based on Equation (4) is:
g N = (1 −

MN =

1
1
=
.
gN
N · p · (1 − p) N−1

(16)

After a vehicle is registered with M N , M N−1 for only N − 1
vehicles is computed in the same way:
M N−1 =

1
1
=
.
g N−1
(N − 1) · p · (1 − p) N−2
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(17)

1
1


1
1
=
.
M=
gi
i · p · (1 − p)i−1
i=N

(18)

i=N

A PPENDIX B
M AXIMUM C OMPATIBLE S ET A LGORITHM
To construct a set-cover, the STMAC-Set-Cover algorithm
in Algorithm 1 searches for a maximum compatible cover-set,
using Sear ch_Max_Compati ble_Cover _Set (G, E  ) with
the LoC graph G and the edge set E  in Algorithm 2. The
remaining edges of this edge set E  are used for further
compatible cover-sets for concurrent communications in G.
Algorithm 2 Search-Max-Compatible-Cover-Set Algorithm
1: function
S EARCH _M AX _C OMPATIBLE _C OVER _S ET
(G, E  )  G is the LoC graph and E  is the set of the
remaining edges not belonging to any cover-set
2:
V ← ∅
 V  (⊆ V ) is for a set of vertices with
directed edges in E  and initialized with ∅
3:
Mmax ← ∅
 Mmax is for a maximum compatible
cover-set and initialized with zero
4:
for all edges ei, j ∈ E  do
5:
V  ← V  ∪ {v i , v j }
6:
end for
7:
for each vertex s ∈ V  do
8:
M
←
Make_Maxi mal_Compati ble_
Set (G, V  , E  , s)
9:
if |Mmax | < |M| then
10:
Mmax ← M
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
return Mmax
14: end function
Algorithm 2 searches for a maximum compatible coverset among maximal compatible cover-sets constructed
by Make_Maxi mal_Compati ble_Set (G, V  , E  , s) in
Algorithm 3. Algorithm 2 takes as input E  that is a set of
edges not belonging to any compatible cover-set and it returns
the maximum compatible cover-set, Mmax . V  is for a set of
vertices with directed edges in E  . Lines 2-3 initialize the V 
and Mmax to ∅. In lines 4-6, V  is a set of vertices such that v i
and v j are linked with any directed edges ei, j in E  . For each
vertex s in V  as a start node (i.e., root vertex) for breadth-first
search (BFS) [21], we find a candidate maximal compatible
set, M. In lines 7-12, if the number of elements in M is
bigger than that of Mmax , M is set to Mmax . After running
the for-loop in lines 7-12, consequently, Mmax is returned as
a maximum compatible cover set for the given edge set E  .
Algorithm 3 computes a maximal compatible cover set with
s as a starting vertex for BFS along with interference range.
The input parameters in Algorithm 3 are G as the LoC graph,
V  as the set of vertices for the remaining edges in E  , E  as
the remaining edge set, and s as a start node for BFS in the
subgraph corresponding to G(V  , E  ).
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Algorithm 3 Make-Maximal-Compatible-Set Algorithm
1: function
M AKE _M AXIMAL _C OMPATIBLE _S ET
(G, V  , E  , s)  G is the LoC graph, V  is the set of
vertices with directed edges in E  , E  is the remaining
edge set, and s is a start node for breadth-first search
2:
G  ← Gr aph(V  , E  )
3:
G  ← U ndir ected_Gr aph(G  )
4:
E max ← ∅
5:
T ←∅
6:
I ←∅
7:
for each vertex u ∈ V  − {s} do
8:
u.color ← W H I T E
9:
u.degr ee ← 0
10:
u.r ecei ver s ← ∅
11:
end for
12:
s.color ← G R AY
13:
s.degr ee ← 0
14:
Q←∅
15:
Enqueue(Q, s)
16:
while Q = ∅ do
17:
u ← Dequeue(Q)
18:
count ← 0
19:
I ← I nter f er ence_Set (G, T )
20:
for each vertex v ∈ NG  (u) do
21:
if (v.color = W H I T E) or (v.color = G R AY
and v.degr ee = 0) then
22:
if v ∈ NG  (u) and u.degr ee = 0 and v ∈
/ I
then
23:
E max ← E max ∪ {euv }
24:
v.degr ee ← 1
25:
count ← count + 1
26:
u.r ecei ver s ← u.r ecei ver s ∪ {v}
27:
end if
28:
v.color ← G R AY
29:
Enqueue(Q, v)
30:
end if
31:
end for
32:
if count > 0 then
33:
u.degr ee ← count
34:
u.color ← B L AC K
35:
T ← T ∪ {u}
36:
end if
37:
end while
38:
return E max
39: end function

Lines 5-6 make a transmission set and an interference set
for a tripartite graph about the relationship between transmitters and interfered vehicles via each transmitter’s receivers.
In line 5, a transmission set T will contain transmitters in the
compatible cover-set in the LoC subgraph G  for the current
time slot. In line 6, an interference set I will contain vehicles
which get the interference from a transmitter t ∈ T in the LoC
graph G. In lines 7-11, the color and degree of each vertex
u ∈ V  − {s} are set to W H I T E as an unvisited vertex and 0,
respectively. Also, the set of u’s receivers (i.e., u.r ecei ver s)

is set to ∅. In lines 12-13, the color and degree of the start
node s are set to G R AY and 0, respectively. In lines 14-15,
a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue Q is constructed, and the
start node s is enqueued for BFS. In lines 16-37, edges
euv ∈ E  are added to the maximal compatible cover-set E max .
In lines 17-18, u is the front vertex dequeued from Q
and count for u’s outgoing degree is initialized with 0.
Remarkably, in line 19, an interference set I is computed by I nter f er ence_Set (G, T ) along with the current
transmission set T in the compatible cover-set for a time
slot on the LoC graph G. For each transmitter t ∈ T ,
I nter f er ence_Set (G, T ) searches for white, interfered vertices i ∈ I that are adjacent to t’s receiver in the LoC G.
In lines 20-31, for each vertex v that is an adjacent vertex to
u in the undirected LoC subgraph G  , it is determined to add
the edge euv to E max by checking whether or not the receiver
v is under the interference of any vertex i ∈ I . In lines 21-30,
if v is a white vertex (i.e., unvisited vertex) or a gray vertex
with its degree 0 (i.e., visited vertex, but neither transmitter nor
receiver), and also if v is an adjacent vertex to u in the directed
LoC subgraph G  , u has not yet been selected as a transmitter,
and v is not under the interference of any other vertex i ∈ I ,
then the edge euv is added to E max , v’s incoming degree is
set to 1, u’s outgoing degree increases by 1 with count, v is
added to the u’s receiver set u.r ecei ver s, and v is enqueued
into Q for the further expansion of the BFS tree. Otherwise,
if v is only a white vertex and the condition in line 22 is false,
then v is enqueued into Q for the further expansion of the BFS
tree. In lines 32-36, if the count is positive, then u’s outgoing
degree is set to count, and u is added to the transmission set
T as a black vertex. Finally, after finishing the while-loop in
lines 16-37, a maximal compatible cover-set E max is returned.
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